University of Texas,
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Wednesday.

Sweetheart, Honey I hope you
are not as lonesome as I am,
Things were going pretty
good up until last Sunday
and then I just got to
thinking about things and
I was lonesome for you
to begin with, and gir
had the dumps ever since.
Honey I don't see how I
could ever have figured
on going any where from
here without going home
first, Because I see
now that I sure couldn't
do it and I wouldn't
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If I could, because I want you, and it might take a long time before I get to realize that, if ever, because I don't know how long you will wait for me, but that is my one great desire.

It made me feel awful good for you to say that you miss me worse this time than ever before, because I would hate to think that that feeling was growing less, and whenever it does you tell me will you? Every time I leave you I always find out just how much you are to me and
honey it can't be stated in dollars and cents.

Last Sunday I had decided to study because I had two experiments to write up and that always takes so much time and I was just about ready to start when my brother phoned and wanted to know if I couldn't come down to the courthouse a little (?) while, well naturally I said yes, and I had to stay there from 9 until 12:30 and then from two until 3:30 working and honey I sure had to work but at about four we started for
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Dear Marcus about 32 miles from here to take a swim and it was during that trip that I started bowing up, you see it was a Sunday afternoon and there were just four, our brother and his wife, another man and myself. I started thinking about what was taking place about two Sundays ago, remember when Martha and John and you and I, honey went riding. Gordon me I can't begin to begin to explain how I felt that trip. We had got about
half way when we had a blow-out that came near scaring me to death, I didn't take but about five minutes to change tires and from then on everything was fine, and honey this country around here sure is pretty and that place where we went is simply grand, and then coming back, I was simply floored up. The prettiest moonlight, and the best ride but sweetheart the best of all wasn't there, and that was you. I don't want to get "mushy"
but sweetie I sure did long for you.

Last Monday morning
I had to work from 8:30 to 1:00 and yesterday afternoon
I worked some more and this is the first time I have ever written you a letter in a courthouse, but that is where I am now, I had started writing when brother phoned and wanted me to come down and I came down and now I'm run out of work, so I got to wait on those looters you have no idea how much time they can
Kill.

Was my backyard presentable? I don't see what you wanted to see it for. Generally whenever I go to look at it mother begins to tell me all that ought to be done to it. I sure wish that I could have been there and eat supper with you all. We have awful good eats but you can't beat home cooking. My wife is going to have to cook for me but we sure help her with the dishes and lots of other things.
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I wish I was through histering but I don't know whether I ever will get thru or not. I'm so histered now I can hardly wear a shirt on my back, and my face looks like I was addicted to bad habits, but I'm not. You know Austin is dry to now and was all except one place 10 miles out called the basis, it went out last night, and about four if the rop out out of the house wanted to go out and talk up, naturally they wanted the rest of the rop to go with them.
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but none of the rest would go, so they sent the porter out and he brought some back, but they haven't got it yet. If they begin to cut up like that though I'm going to change my address, because that doesn't run in my line. I don't guess that they will get a chance after tonight though.

Yes for gone long, you see I didn't have so very far to go. I had a letter from Bob last Sunday and he say they sure are working them
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but that he likes it and
that the camp site is simply
ideal, way up on a bluff
overlooking the lake.

I saw Neil Bums
down town last Sunday
morning, he sure is looking
fine. He says he is study-
ing harder than he
ever did in his life, he
said he had to "drop the
stuick." There are four
international students from the
Radio school figuring
on moving out to the town
they say its so awful hot
where they have to stay
and them one of them
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is a phi gamma.  
Last night a bunch of girls  
came by and wanted us  
all to go to a dance that  
was being given at one  
of the sorority Houses.  
Of course they knew all of  
the phi gamma boys, and  
then they wanted to meet  
the rest of them. I guess.  
But three others and myself  
looked the bunch over and  
decided, being as how we  
were studying we better  
continue so to do. I was  
only feeling "mediocre" anyway.  

With all my love to you, honey  

[Signature]
Miss Gainor Roberts
46 Texas, Power & Light Co.
612 Interurban Bldg.
Dallas, Tex.